
We believe in building
culture, brands that
are needed and serve
a purpose to customers

“

Rik Courtney (Director)

”



Social media rules the Internet,
which can be an amazing
place filled with potential and
opportunity for your business.



Attention















It’s not desktop or laptop’s...
Fewer are sold each year.



...It’s the Smart Phone
What would we do with out them?



...It’s the Smart Phone
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Our own analytics prove that 77%-92% 
of the internet is consumed via mobile



Desktop users check their 
account 5 times a day



Desktop users check their 
account 5 times a day

Smart Phone users check their 
account 14 times a day

How often do you 
check yours?



82% Buyers say they trust a company 
more if they are active socially

Did you know?
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93% of small businesses say that 
social is an effective marketing tool



Social media swallows more than a 
quarter of time spent online

five social media accounts and spends 
around 1 hour and 40 minutes brows-

ing these networks every day.



The digital skills gap within business is still huge, 
in-fact, the digital skills gap is costing the UK 

economy £63 billion a year in lost GDP.



In 2017 25% of all market leaders lost their dominant 
position to a company founded after the year 2000 

because of a lack of digital business advantage. 
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Because only when you ad value in some way by

entertaining | educating | inspiring

will you get the attention 
that is valuable to you.



If not, you should.

With that in mind

Do you have a 
digital strategy?



Our aim
Entertain, Educate and Inspire

To get social media working on 
our side engagement is key



Having all the objectives allows you to 
quickly react when social media campaigns 

are not meeting your expectations.



Without goals, you have no means of 
gauging success or proving your social 

media return on investment (ROI).



You must understand what makes you 
important to your customer.



How do you win the authority 

Are THE expert | A utility | A friend | Guru



Develop a conversational calender

Before we go on



Remember your content is a blend of 
art, science and Psychology



Then… Distribute





Facebook
Should play a major part of your marketing mix

Global monthly users
2 Billion 



In Doncaster, there are

170,000+
Active Facebook users

(+ 25 miles 1.2m)



79%
Adults



Here’s how
it all works



Reach
When a user “likes” a brand,
it opens up a channel of
communication that can be
highly beneficial and influential.

Extending the social influence of fans
there are an additional 34 - 81 Friends
that can be reached

260,877
of fans

984
likes



Sounds
easy, right?









Edge
Rank

Affinity
How often a fan interacts with your face-
book page and posts (comments, likes 
or share). Plus, how much you engage 
with your fans.

Time Decay
This is the freshness factor. As an object 
get older, the lower the value. The more 
recent the post, the higher your edge 
rank score 

Weight
Activities that require higher levels of 
engagement get higher score than those 
that don’t. (Share vs Comments vs Likes)



Our aim
Entertain, educate and inspire to
get social media working on our
side ensuring engagement.



On January 11th, Mark Zuckerberg announced that Facebook  
would be changing its news feed algorithm to prioritise content from  

“friends, family and groups.”



Continue posting engaging,  
quality content that prompts comments  

According to Zuckerberg, “meaningful interaction” means 

comments, comments, and more comments.









Facebook’s new post prompts





one of the most powerful methods of creating  
engagement is sharing photos and pictures.  

Its a fact that they create the most engagement.











Videos are now where it’s at.











Important content type is micro content



Turning Fans into 
Customers
Get your fans to recommend your page as they 
are always visible on your page and act like 
a testimonial for your business and works as 
great social proof.



Intrigue



Intrigue Reveal



Intrigue Reveal Relate

http://youtu.be/2pFINFORJ70



Intrigue Reveal Relate Urgency

http://youtu.be/2pFINFORJ70



promote it!!

and if it’s still
not working









Sign of the times



£2,099.50





Any questions?


